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We construct a family of simple fermionic projected entangled pair states (fPEPS) on the square lattice with bond dimension \( D = 3 \) which are exactly hole-doped resonating valence bond (RVB) wave functions with short-range singlet bonds. Under doping the insulating RVB spin liquid evolves immediately into a superconductor with mixed \( d + is \) pairing symmetry whose pair amplitude grows as the square root of the doping. The relative weight between \( s \)-wave and \( d \)-wave components can be controlled by a single variational parameter \( c \). We optimize our ansatz with respect to \( c \) for the frustrated \( t-J_1-J_2 \) model (including both nearest and next-nearest neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions \( J_1 \) and \( J_2 \), respectively) for \( J_2 \simeq J_1/2 \) and obtain an energy very close to the infinite-PLEPS state (using full update optimization and same bond dimension). The orbital symmetry of the optimized RVB superconductor has predominant \( d \)-wave character, although we argue a residual (complex \( s \)-wave) time reversal symmetry breaking component should always be present. Connections of the results to the physics of superconducting cuprates and pnictides are outlined.
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Introduction. The concept of the resonant valence bond (RVB) state was first introduced by Anderson [1] to describe a possible quantum disordered ground state in the triangular lattice \( S = 1/2 \) Heisenberg antiferromagnet. Insulating RVB states are commonly defined as equal weight superpositions of hard-core coverings of nearest-neighbor (NN) or short-range singlets. Such RVB states are now well understood thanks to a large variety of large-scale approaches such as the improved Monte Carlo sampling scheme for valence bonds, the use of representations in terms of simple projected entangled pair states (PEPS), or mapping into projected BCS wave functions; while the RVB state on the square lattice is critical [2–4] their analogs on kagome and triangular lattices were shown [5–8] to be \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \) gapped spin liquids. Interestingly, recent numerical results pointed towards an algebraic spin liquid in the frustrated spin-1/2 model (including both nearest and next-nearest neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions \( J_1 \) and \( J_2 \), respectively) for \( J_2 \simeq J_1/2 \) and \( J_1 \) and \( J_2 \) for the frustrated \( t-J_1-J_2 \) model). The idea is therefore to introduce a simple yet competing wave function that enables us to understand unconventional superconducting ground states of strongly correlated fermions.

Doped RVB states in PEPS formalism. In the PEPS with bond dimension \( D = 3 \) we consider, each physical site has 4 virtual spins attached, each of which spans a virtual dimension of spin \( 1/2 \otimes 0 \). On every bond, every pair of the NN virtual spins is projected to a virtual spin singlet state, \( |S\rangle = |0\rangle - |10\rangle + |22\rangle \), where the virtual indices “0,1” span the subspace of spin-1/2 and virtual index “2” spans the subspace of spin-0 [18]. At each site, one considers a projector \( P \) to enforce the local physical degrees of freedom. Finally, contracting the virtual index of each \( S \) at the bond and each \( P \) at the vertex yields the desired PEPS state.

We start with \( P = P_0 \) which maps one of the virtual spin-1/2 subspaces onto the physical spin-1/2 state (leaving the rest of virtual spins in the “2” state) and gives exactly the equal weight NN RVB state of Fig. 2(a) [5,6]. Next, a fermionic character is assigned to both virtual and physical spins-1/2 following the procedure of Ref. [19] to construct a fermionic

state (PEPS) on the square lattice. This state is obtained by (i) rewriting the nearest-neighbor RVB PEPS \cite{4–6} in the fermion representation, (ii) introducing vacant sites corresponding to a finite (average) density \( n = 1 - n \) of doped holes (or “holons”), and finally, (iii) introducing longer range singlets (e.g., along diagonal bonds) next to some of the doped holes in a way that meets all lattice symmetries. Step (iii) is controlled by a single variational parameter \( c \). We show that this state is a superconductor [hence breaking charge \( U(1) \) symmetry] which (generically) inherits the mixed \( d + is \) orbital symmetry of its parent (insulating) spin liquid, although its \( s \)-wave component is severely suppressed by (iii). Optimizing the hole kinetic energy with respect to \( c \) we obtain a good ansatz for the fermionic hole-doped frustrated spin-1/2 \( J_1-J_2 \) AFM Heisenberg model at \( J_2 = 0.5J_1 \) and \( J_1 = 0.4t \) (the so-called \( t-J_1-t-J_2 \) model). The idea is therefore to introduce a simple yet competing wave function that enables us to understand unconventional superconducting ground states of strongly correlated fermions.
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Adding a projector from 0 to 3.

Doping the AFM phase might involve complex phases such as “stripes” or charge ordered (CO) states. If a RVB liquid is stabilized by magnetic frustration it would evolve naturally under doping (dotted line) into a RVB superconductor.

PEPS (iPEPS). To recover the previous bosonic RVB state one must now include an extra i complex factor on (let us say) the vertical singlets, i.e., $|S⟩ = i|01⟩ - |10⟩ + |2⟩$, leading to $d + is$ point group (or orbital) symmetry [20]. One can now dope the fermionic $d + is$ RVB insulator by simply enlarging the physical space to vacant sites labeled, e.g., by the index “2”.

Adding a projector $P_1$ enforcing all (both virtual and physical) spins in the “2” state generates local hole configurations labeled by “1” in Figs. 2(b)–2(d). However, the doped RVB state characterized only by $P = P_0 + λ P_1$ (where $λ$ plays the role of a “chemical potential”) has zero expectation value of the hole kinetic operator between NN sites,

$$H_K = -t \sum_{\langle ij \rangle} P_G c_{iσ}^\dagger c_{jσ} P_G + H.c.,$$

where $c_{iσ}^\dagger$ creates a fermion (electron) of spin $σ$ at site $i$ and $P_G$ is the Gutzwiller projector enforcing the physical Hilbert space that excludes doubly occupied sites, and therefore cannot be a physical representation of doped Mott insulators. To circumvent such a problem we allow singlet pairings between sites on the same sublattice in the immediate vicinity of some holes, as, e.g., holes “2” and “3” in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d), respectively. This can be achieved by extending the idea of Ref. [4] to the doped case and using a “teleportation” projector,

$$P_2 = \sum_{i \neq j, k \neq l} |2⟩⟨2|_{ij} \otimes ⟨ε|kl,$$

where $|ε|kl$ is a singlet between sites $k$ and $l$ at distance $\sqrt{2}$ (choosing an anticlockwise orientation around the hole) or 2 (oriented from left to right, bottom to top). A general doped RVB wave function is a parameter $c$ weighted combination of projectors $P \equiv P_0 + λ (P_1 + c P_2)$ at each vertex ($λ \in C$, $c \in \mathbb{R}$) traced out with the bond singlets $S$ at each bond and including the fermion signs according to Ref. [19]. Note that this RVB wave function is defined in the grand-canonical ensemble with fluctuating particle number.

**Superconducting order.** Using $λ$ to tune the hole density $x$, we have investigated the properties of this one-parameter RVB family on an infinitely long cylinder with a circumference of $N_s = 6$ unit cells. As soon as $x ≠ 0$, $⟨H_K⟩ ≠ 0$ as shown in Fig. 3(a). A kinetic energy per hole $⟨H_K⟩/x$ as large as $≈ 2.5t$ can be obtained for $c ≈ -0.65$ (when $x → 0$).

By construction the doped RVB ansatz breaks the charge $U(1)$ symmetry. This is reflected by finite superconducting (SC) (singlet) pairings $Δ_{ij} ≡ ⟨c_{iσ}^\dagger c_{jσ}⟩$ for any finite doping $x$. Changing the phase of $λ$ changes the (global) phase of the SC order parameter; i.e., $λ → exp(iϕ)λ$ leads to $Δ_{ij} → exp(2iϕ)Δ_{ij}$. The SC amplitude $|Δ_{ij}|$ is largest when $i$ and $j$ are NN sites. Note that the NN pairings $Δ_X$ and $Δ_Y$ along the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, differ slightly because of the finite cylinder circumference. Their average amplitude $|Δ(|Δ_X| + |Δ_Y|)/2|$ plotted in Fig. 3(b) shows that $Δ_{ij}$ grows like $\sqrt{x}$.

We now examine the orbital symmetry of the NN pairing field that we decompose into its (a priori complex) $s$- and $d$-wave components, $Δ_{w} = 1/2(Δ_X + Δ_Y)$ and $Δ_{dw} = 1/2(Δ_X - Δ_Y)$, respectively. We define the ratio $R = Δ_{w}/Δ_{dw} = |R| exp(iΨ)$ and plot its amplitude $|R|$ and phase $Ψ$ in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d), respectively. Note that only the relative phase $Ψ$ between the $Δ_{w}$ and $Δ_{dw}$ components matters since the overall SC phase can be changed by changing the phase of $λ$. First, we find that $Ψ$ is almost exactly $π/2$—as expected for $d + is$ orbital symmetry. For $c = 0$ the RVB superconductor is a pure NN $d + is$ superconductor with exactly the same $s$- and $d$-wave amplitudes. The $s$-wave component is suppressed by increasing the parameter $c$, as the single hole kinetic energy increases (in magnitude). Interestingly, weak pairing between next-nearest neighbor (NNN) sites (i.e., along the plaquette diagonals) develops for increasing $c$, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The NNN pairing has $s$-wave orbital symmetry and, as the NN $s$-wave component, a relative phase of $≈ π/2$ with respect to the leading NN $d$-wave component, as shown in Fig. 3(d). The superconducting coherence length which is, strictly speaking, of one lattice spacing for $c = 0$ (the NNN...
pairing vanishes) grows for increasing $c$, yielding to a strong decrease of the NN Coulomb repulsion [21] (together with a gain of kinetic energy).

**Optimized RVB superconductor.** With the schematic phase diagram of Fig. 1 in mind, we now introduce the “frustrated $t$-$J$ model,”

$$ H = H_K + J_1 \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} S_i \cdot S_j + J_2 \sum \text{...} $$. (3)

involving AFM interactions $J_1$ and $J_2$ between NN and NNN sites, respectively. For $J_2 = 0$, recent infinite-PEPS (iPEPS) calculations [22] revealed an extremely close competition between a uniform $d$-wave superconducting state and different stripe states under doping the Néel AFM insulator. Here, we instead fix $J_2 = 0.5J_1$, for which we expect the half-filled GS to be a critical spin liquid well approximated by the simple NN RVB [4] discussed above. Therefore, at finite hole density, the doped (fermionic) $d + is$ RVB state naturally becomes a promising variational candidate for Hamiltonian (3). We find that the amplitude $|\langle H_K \rangle|$ in this state of the kinetic energy is maximized for $c \simeq -0.65$, and the corresponding data are shown in Fig. 4(a). A crude fit gives that the kinetic energy per hole behaves as $e_k \simeq (-2.5 + 2.3x)t$. On the other hand, mobile holes, by perturbing the spin RVB background, cost magnetic energy that is balancing the gain of kinetic energy. The magnetic energy cost (per hole) can be quantitatively defined as $e_m = (|\langle H_m \rangle| - |\langle H_m \rangle|)/x$, where $H_m = H - H_K$ is the magnetic part of (3) and $(\cdots)_x$ is the expectation value in the RVB state at (average) doping $x$. A crude fit based on Fig. 4(b) gives $e_m \simeq (0.8 - 0.3x)J_1$ for $J_2 = 0.5J_1$. The overall total energy $(\langle H_m \rangle)/N_s + x(e_k + e_m)$, normalized by the number of sites $N_s$, is shown in Fig. 4(c) and the hole contribution $e_k + e_m$ in Fig. 4(d), assuming $J_1 = 0.4t$. Note that the largest density correlation occurs between NNN sites [21] suggesting that Cooper pairs are predominantly NNN hole pairs despite the dominant $d + is$ pairing field, in agreement with early numerics [23].

We have compared in Figs. 4(a)–4(d) the results for the constructed RVB state to iPEPS calculations using a 4-site unit cell, “simple” [24] and “full” update [25] schemes, and the same bond dimension $D = 3$ [21]. As seen in Fig. 4(c), the total energy of the $d + is$ RVB is very close to the optimized iPEPS energy (starting from a random configuration and full update). In fact, using the local tensor of the RVB state as a starting point, only minor improvement is obtained with the iPEPS optimization scheme. The $d + is$ RVB state is therefore a very good variational ansatz.

**Discussion.** Although magnetic frustration is weak in the high-temperature cuprate superconductors [26,27], it certainly plays an important role in the iron pnictide superconductors for which a frustrated Heisenberg model has been proposed [28,29], despite the multiorbital character of the materials. In any case, the uniform RVB superconductor we propose here might extend to a larger region of the phase diagram of Fig. 1 than just the dotted line (corresponding to the present work) and might have some relevance to the physics of...
FIG. 4. (Color online) (a)–(d) Variational energies of the RVB superconductor (with \( c = -0.65 \)) as a function of doping \( x \). (a) Kinetic energy per hole; (b) magnetic energy cost per hole; total energy per site (c) and per hole (subtracting the \( x = 0 \) contribution) (d). Comparisons with the \( D = 3 \) iPEPS state optimized using the full update scheme (crosses) are shown.

high-temperature superconducting materials. At finite temperature, superconducting phase coherence may be lost while singlet pairing still occurs, hence providing a simple picture for the “pseudogap phase” of the cuprates. Interestingly, our scenario predicts a small residual imaginary \( s \)-wave component of the pairing field (at zero temperature) which would give rise to (very weak) broken time reversal symmetry (BTRS). Note that early claims of BTRS were made in terms of chiral charge ordering. Incidentally, no orbital currents—as suggested by polarized neutron diffraction experiments [32]—occur in our RVB superconductor.
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